Sei U eine stark stetige beschrknkte Darstellung einer lokal kompakten Cruppe G aufeinem Banachraum E. 1st z ein beschränktes regulkres Borelmaf3, so bezeichnen wir mit U(u).deit Let U be a strongly continuous bounded representation of a locally compact group C on a Banach space E. For a bounded regular Borel measurey on C, we denote by U(p) the operator
A Spectral Mapping Theorem for. Representations of Compact Groups
In the present article a corresponding spectral mapping theorem is proved for compact (nonabelian) groups and absolutely continuous measures. Moreover, it is shown that -in contrary. to the abelian case -the spectral mapping theorem fails for purely discontinuous measures.
Introduction .
Ghen a suitably continuous homomorphism U of. a locally compact group G into the group of all isoinetries on a Banach space E, it is possible to define the representation of M(G), the Banach algebra of all bounded regular Borel measures on G, by
MY) fUd/L(t). .
IlGisabelian (resp. compact) in the theory of spectral subspaces the èpectrum sp (U) of 'U is defined.asa Oertain subset of the dual group of _G [2] (rcsp. the dual object of G [6] ). . . . In the abelian case a..spectral mapping theorem is proved in [5] (see also [9] ), stating = (sp'(U))' for every measure 1u E M(G) whose continuous part belongs to L1 (G). The purpose of this paper-is to prove the analogue of-this'theoremfor compact groups. -It is interesting that the corresponding theorem does not hold in this generality for the non-abelian case: In fact, a counterexample given in this paper shows that it may fail to hold for purely discontinuous measures.
. 
, and U = U(61 ) for the Dirac measure 6 at the point .
Denote by O the dual object of C, i.e. O is the set of all equivalence classes of continuous unitary irreducible representations of G For c € O chose Ua € a. u is a homomorphism of G into the group of all unitary n x n,-matrices. Denote by u 1 (t) the matrix entries of u(t), and by u the coordinate function I -u(t) on, C (1
. We identify 111 (0) with a subspace ofM(G) in the canonical way.
, where m denotes the Haar measure On C. .
Definition: sp.(U) =.{oc € O I f
This definition is equivalent to the one given in [6] 'and coincides with Arveson's--definition in the abelian case. .We can now formulate the main theorem.
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Note: a(T) denotes the spectrum and P(T) the point spectrum of a bounded operator 'I' on E. For 1A E M(G), cc E O let a(1 à) denote the set of all eigenvalues of the matrix .
For the proof of the theorem we need some lemmas.
The coordinate functions are continuous and satisfy
:5: na). The operators V,, satisfy the comjositión rules
• Consequently, . We have F . F1 + F,, and F 1 n F, 0 for i 4 j. From. the composition rules (C) it can be seen that the restriction of V,,,,.to F 1 is an isomorphism of F, onto F, which we denote by Moreover, V 1 = I, (the identity operator on F t )',
'(1i,jn).
•--- • .
• .,'
P2fl11 ... flflIj -.
--
From this it is easy to see that a(U) = a(U) = u() and a(U) ='Pa(U). Thus'. U' a() c Pa(U(u)).

Esp(U) S '
Toshow the inverse inclusion, let A E PaU((i) 
From our assumption on A; N n sp (
i.e. A j a(U(/)).
'b) Let sp (U) be finite'and uppose 0 j U c(J). In order to 'show thatO
take a trigonometric polynomial g satisfying = (/)-' for all C sp (U). Then (g * -/) = = I = (66) = (/ * g) for every a € sp (U). It follows from (2.7) that U(/) U(g) = U(g) U(/)' = I, hence of 0 a c(U(/)) U
Discrete measures
It has been shown in [5] that for abeliangroujs the theorem corresponding to the second part of 2.2 remains-true if / is replaced by' a measure on 0 whose singular part is completely discontinuous. This is no longer true for compact non-abelian groups. In fact, while we can prove that theorem 2.2 part 2 holds for point measures, we show that there exists a completely discontinuous measure z on a compact group 0 such that
where U is a suitable representation of 0 on a Banach space E.
Proposition:
For every t€0, = ( U ct(u (1'') 
0`M(G)(/2)= a(U(/2)) -
as is well known (see also [1] 
